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. I that an engine can be ruu with an expenditure of two and a 

-" ifS1t �1\1tt1t" 1t ifS m ��1t ifS '!l)' i\� half or three pounds of coal per hour for each hor�e power 
� � � �� � . i! � jJ!j)!-� J!t i! � M �Jl-� on one day, th �re can exist no reason. except carelessness or 

heedlessnll28. why; other things being equal, it should not do 

organization. But where any rell1arkable instance of profit 
by manufacture, within the last ten years, can be pointed 
out, it will d )ubtless be found that the question of capital is 
involved with other elements, which should not be allowed 
to escapo observation. If, for instance, an individual with 
limited means is enabled to com mence the manufacture of a 
paten ted article, and, by virtue of the intrinsic value of the 
in vention, can obtain a very large advance on cost of produc
tion, sufficient to allow him to realize a fortune in a short 
time, it is not the capital involved, nor the labor, considered 
singly or together. that are the caUSA of profit; it is the brain 
which devised, and tbe skill which developed the means for 
the acquisition of wealth. For employes to demand, in such 
a case, an increase of wages, on the ground that the em

ployer i3 making money so fast, is equivalent to demandinrr 
of him a share of the privileges which are granted to him b; 
Il'tters patent, in addition to the market value of labor, at the 
time the demand is made. Notwithstanding the evident truth 
of this proposition, such demands are otten made. In fact, 
the sole cause of discontent among operatives at the present 
time, is the desire to enjoy the luxuries and privileges, which 
in former years were only the accessories of wealth. It is 
not the gratification which such things are capable of im
parting of themselves alone, which is sought, but the avoid
anCR of the unhappiness generated by the lack of them. 
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the same on another day. It also determines the quality of 
the fuel. Suppose the I ast invoice of coal gave one herse 
power for every two and a half pounds consumed per hour. 
On one day four thousand pounds are used, but on another 
day, four thousand five hundred pounds. The indicator shows 
on both days the same amount of power exerted and that the 
engine is in the same condition. Then the question is nar
rowed down to the neglect or carelessne�s of engineer or fire· 
man, or to a difference in the quality of the coal. If, on 
wtighing the ashes and clinkers it be seen tbat on one day 
they exceeded in amount those made on the other day, it 
would be plain that the difference in results arOSfl from dif
ference in the quality of the fuel. The incombustible portion 
of anthracite coal varies from six per cent to thirty per cent. 
The pnof of its quality can be determin.ed in no way so well 
as by the indicator combined with the scales. 

Every engine-all large engines-should:have a pair of in
dicators permanently attached, and an engineer should be em
ployed who can intelligently use them. A pair of diagrams 
should be taken twice a day, say at 9 P. M. and 3 P. M. Let 
every pound of coal be weighE'd and also the ashes and clink
ers, and a tabular statement of these facts and the results of 
the indicator diagrams be maie out daily on blanks furnished 
for tbe purpose, and a balance struck each week. Thus the 
proprietor will know at a glance the condition of his engine, 
the efficiency of his machinery, and the value of his f(wl-i!) 
fact the cost of all his expenditure of power as compared with 
tbe work done. 

This may be objected to on thfl g-round that few engineers 
END OF VOL. XVIII.---BEGINNING OF A NEW VOLUME can be found who can use the indicator, an:i that some fire

We intend in a future number to show that the effect of 
the introduction of labor-saving machinery I,as been to con
stantly incre�se wages, and to prevent any permanent reduc
tion, and that, from the nature of the case, such must be 
its effect in the future. If we establish this propOSition, it 
will follow that the whole machinery of "Trades Unions" 
and combinations of a similijr character, ore only attemptin'g 
to secure that which is inevitable, and to prevent that which 
can never come to pass. 

The present issue of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN completes 
Volume XVIII., new series. Probably there never was a time 
when greater activity was displayed in tbe sciences and arts 
than the present. And this activity is not confined to this 
country, but our foreign exchanges afford us, weekly, many 
items of interest to the scientist, mechanic, and farmer. From 
these sources we glean everythiIlg which can interest our 
readers. in whatever walk of lite, and every important im
provement in mechanics or discovery in science, which is 
made in this country, r8cei ves an early and prominent recog
nition. Thus the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is literally a compen
(lium of all that is new and valuable in the arts and science�. 

In other departments we believe it to be equally valuable. 
Its pages contain correspondence from all parts of the coun
try and the world, on subjects which cannot fail to interest 
all. cla8ses. They are frequently the productions of our most 
eminent scholars and engineer�, while the hints, suggestions, 
and directions of our working mechanics find place in our col
umns. The�e are always interesting, and not seldom exceed
ingly valuable. 

The answers to correspondents are always instructive. We 
endeftvor in framing them not only to convey the information 
sought by the individual inquirer, but to instruct others. In 
fact, this departmflDt is intended to give such items of infor. 
mation euccinctly as do not require a column of editorial. The 
contributors to this department are men who are practically 
conversant with the su bjects upon which they profess to treat. 

Our descriptions, accompanied with illustrations, give our 
readers accurate information of the latest and most impor
tant inventions. The engravings are not equaled by those 
published in any other country, and the descriptions, for 
terseness, clearness, and conciseness, arc certainly not sur
passed. 

Our weekly list of patent claims are received direct from 
the Patent Office in Washington. They are full, accurate, 
and alphabetically arranged for convenience of reference. 
They are invaluable to the mechanic, inventor, and capitalist. 

EditoriaUy, we believe the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will COlD

pare favorably with any journal devoted to similar objects. 
The writers are gentlemen of long experience and undoubted 
ability, and they aim rather at presenting facts and practical 
suggestions than mere conjectures and speculative theories. 

That we have succeeded in making a popular scientific and 
mechanical journal, our constantly increasing list of sub· 
scribE'rs fully demonstrates. What the paper has been in the 
past it will be in the future; encouraging the struggling in
ventor, instructing the unlearned mechanic, informing the 
scientific student, interesting the young and the old. It will 
fearleRsly expose unwarranted pretension, and rebuke charla
tanism. while it faithfully records the improvements made by 
inventors and mechanics. 

----------... �·4 ... �--------

THE INDICATOR AS A FIXTURE TO THE STEAM EN
anilE. 

'rhe steam engine indicator has receiven. occasional notices 
in on columns, in which its con�truction and operation have 
been npscribed and its uses partially enumerated. We have 
shown that it gives exact information of the working of the 
valves, the admissIon, expansion, and pressure of the steam, 
its action at all parts of the stroke, transferring these points 
to paper and forming a diagran, which is a basis of the calcu
lations to ascertain the force expended and the power exerted. 

But there are other offices and uses of the indicator. By it 
the rtlative value of the lubricants used can be ascertained 
and the'best mode of applying them; the amount of straul 
required to work th", attadl",d mar,hinel'Y as compared with 
the work done, consequently tlln 811ving thl1t can bn made in 
changing machinery tn do the same work. Another import. 
ant office of the indicator is to compllre the power developed 
with the amount offnel used. This is It check upon the care, 
h,�"prs� nf tlw firewall or nf tJl(l engineer; for if it ill known 

men cannot read the scale of the weighing machinE'. 'rhe ob· 
jection refutes itself; if men are not competent to perform 
these duties they are not com petent engineers or firemen. The 
use of the indicator can be acquired by the study of such ele
mentary books as " Porter on the Indicator," (. Paul Still
rnan's Treatise,"" King's Notes on Engineering," "Bourne's 
Handbook," etc. By t.he a i:l of these and practice with the 
implement any intelligent engineer can readily become an 
adppt in the use of the indicator. 

Such education will tend to r'lise the status of mechanical 
engineers, reduce the cost of power, insure better work, and 
induce superior mechanics to adopt pf!lctical engineering as 
a vocation. 

..- .. 

.. _ ... 

THE LATEST NOVELTY IN PHOTOGRAPHY, 

Perhaps the most curiolls invention of the prEsent day is 
the new kind of photographs, made on a so-called phosphor
rpSCE'J.t surface, of which absolutely nothing can be seen in 
the daylight, but which is distinctly visible in the dark. 
Many years ago, compounds were invented which had the 
property of shining in the dark many hours, and even days 
or week8, after an exposure to sunlight for only a few sec
oods. These phosphoric compounds, called after their inven
t!'rs Canton's, Baldwin's, Bnlognian phosphorus, etc., were 
formerly of no use Whatever, but it was hoped that they might 
eventually reveal something concerning the nature or lioht . 

CAPITAL AND LABOR AS AFFECTED BY L8.BOR-SAVING and such has indeed been the case, as the phenomena �con� MACHINEBY. nected with these experiments are a strong a rgument in 
It was thought in former times that the introduction of favor of the undulatory theory, and the correlation of forceR. 

labor-suving machinery into any department of manufacture, An English photographer lately conceived the idea of cov
would be the means of throwing large numbers of operatives ering a sheet of paper or glass with a layer of snch It phoB
out of employ'i�i"ent, yet the result has shown those fears to phore�cent substance. and then treating it in a similar manner 
be unfounded. The introduction of any improvement that to paper or glass sensitized in the ordinaJ;Y way for taking a 
enables individual productions to be made with less manual photograph. Pictures taken in this way seem, by daylight, 
Jabor, and at a comequently reduced cost, has always made to have no existence, but the places where the light has 
au increased demand for labor in that department. Labor acted upon, become phosphorpscent or luminous in th,) dark, 
creating machine8 would be a more significant term, so tar as the shadows remaining invisible, the semi-tints slightlv lumin
the effect of such inventions upon the amount of production ous, and the result is such a change in the surface that the 
is involved. picture is only perceptible in a dark room, by an unearthly 

To illustrate this idea, let us suppose a machine to be in. glow of a greenish, blue, red, or purplish tint, accoruintr t o  
vented that would enable a n  operative t o  make two hats the preparation used. 

" 

while he now can make one. Let us further suppose the We notice this invention only by reason of its oadity, and 
cost of producing hats by manual labor only, to be $300 not for its utility. The only practical use we see for it, would 
apiece, one half the cost being for labor and the other being ue to terrify the uninitiated by the exhibition of lumiuous 
for the mater:als of which each is made. Allow a profit of one images of skulls, skeletons, demons, and similarly chee rful 
dollar, which will make the price of the hat to the purchaser subjects suddenly appearing on the walls, window panes, 
$400, so long as manual labor alone is used. Upon the in- curtains, or other unexpected 10%lities at the moment the 
troduction of the machinery, which doubles the amount of lights are extinguished. It is very easy to make such pic
production, the cost for labor would be reduced one half. The tures. A sheet of albumen paper i3 moistened to make it 
profit for It single hat, estimated at the same rate of percent- sticky, and then equally covPfed with a thin layer of the 
age, would be less than a hat costing $3 00, so that the price finely powdered phosphorescent substance, or a pane of glass 
of hats would thus be reduced, say one third. Further, sup- is covered with a thin coating of paraffine, to whicll also, 
pose the reduction in price to increase the demand for hat... when warmed, the powder will sUck; then the prepared 
so that three hats would be wanted where one was desired surface is treated as in taking an ordinary photograph, either 
previous to the improvement in their manufacture. It will by placing it in the camera, or exposing it for a few seconds 
now be apparent that the introduction of machinery, while under a positive to the rays of the sun, or the m'l.gnesium or 
it has reduced the manual labor connected with the produc- eh,ctric light. 
tion of a single hat one half, has increased by one half the The only thing remaining to state is the preparation of 
amount of labor needed for the entire production of hats. these phosphorescent substances. One of the cheapest is 

How has the relation which capital bears to labor been af. Canton's phosphorus, and it is made by burning oyster shells 
fected by the constantly increasing usE' of machinery in all for half an hour, powdering and mixing with an equal weight 
branches of manufacture? Manifestly they have been brought of sulphur, and heating again for one honr in a covered 
nearer together, until now it is somewhat difficult to deter· crucible. The produced substance must of course 1'8 prr
mine which has the balance of power. Operatives complain served in the dark, and protected from ruoisture in a well 
of insufficient remuneration, and are continually embarrassing closed botlIe. Wach fouud that the lUlI1inoRity is much in· 
large manufacturing interests by combinations and Rtrikes. creaeed by moistening the mixture of shells and sulphur ht�
On the other hand, capitalists complain that, in view of all fore the second heating. with a solution of sulphide of ftrsenic 
the risks and complications attendant upon fluctuations of in liquid ammonia. 'rhe powuDr thus obtained emits so 
trade and unreasonable demands of employes, that capital strong a light of blue color that it does not require perfect 
cannot be embarked in any manufacturing enterprise with a darkness to perceive its glow. 
certainty that it WIll return the legal interest upon the Baldwin's phosphorus. mentioned above, is preparRtl by 
amount invested. dissoll'ing chalk in nitric acid, then heating and /lrind-

'rhese cc>mplaints, though in some mpasure sustained by ing :it to powder. 'I'he Eologniftn phosphorus is mftde by 
facts upon b oth sides, ftre essentially without a solid founda- simply heating a mixture of powdered heavy spar with the 
lion. Capital and labor are interdependent, and are only ren- white of eggs, gum water, or a solution of tragacanth. Fluor 
dered antagonistic when either disregards the just claims of spar is nat.urally such a phosphorescent substan ce, some speci
the other. Both sutIer from the withdrawal of either; but mens however more than others, and diamond appears to 
when they mutually llmI harmoniously coilperate, all classes be the best; but the expense of the powder would hardly 
prORper. Ullmit of its em ploymnnt for the �bove mentioned pur pas fl. 

We cannot admit, however, that of late capital has obtained Experiments have proved this property, in some degree, to 
!1-ny undue advantage over labor. That money has been exist in a great number of substances not. suspected to pos
made in certain branches of manufacture cannot be denied; sess Buch a "ingular quality; for instance, many natural 
but if we deny the right of capital to accumulate t>y legiti'l compounds of lime, baryta, strontia, and magnesia. ; besh!es 
mate use, W!l Ftri�(\ !\ hlow ?,t tqe veq ��ot- qf smnli! f0ejftl r,or'll�, fQssil \]olles, IIntl tflPth i thf1 �11flllii �J rf,l'g's, oriellti\l 
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